
With a stunned world shutting down from the havoc of COVID-19, short bond yields dropped in the Second Quarter.  
The Federal Reserve opened up previous used stimulus programs to add liquidity to a shocked market, while also 

initiating new measures intended to calm the market and provide dollars, including purchases of U.S. corporate and 
high yield debt.  With monetary policy floodgates wide open, the government added fiscal stimulus, with an array of 
programs to keep Americans and small businesses from defaulting or declaring bankruptcy.  Unemployment spiked 
from the global shutdown, and consumer discretionary spending came to a halt.  Quarantine, social distancing, and 
working from home became the norm.  Investors who shunned riskier investments to move to cash and other safer 
liquid investments earlier in the year, yielded to the stimulus programs by purchasing back both corporate ETFs 
and individual investment grade bonds in Q2, allowing riskier securities to rally.

For the quarter, the 1-3 year corporate bonds were the best performing asset class returning 4.1%, while 1-3 year 
treasury bonds returned 0.3%. Corporates, which suffered from a flight to quality in the first quarter, rallied back 
as investors were enthusiastic that the worst was behind us.  The One-Year Treasury was unchanged at 0.2%, 
and the Three-Year Treasury dropped 12 basis points to yield 0.3%.  With our overweight in the corporate sector 
and our positioning on the yield curve, the Enhanced Cash Composite outperformed for the quarter returning 
1.6% (1.5% net) versus the benchmark, the Merrill 1-3 Govt Agency Index, return of 0.1%.

As we enter the third quarter, volatility has increased dramatically amid uncertainty from the reopening of the 
economy.  The Federal Reserve’s implementation of new programs continues to build confidence for investors 
in the market.  Fiscal policy is poised to add further economic stimulus.  With much uncertainly, we will maintain 
our high quality bias, and continue to focus on highly liquid securities.  We remain steadfast in our portfolio 
management duties and hope everyone is safe and healthy.
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• With a stunned world shutting down from the havoc of COVID-19, short bond yields dropped in  
 the Second Quarter.   

• The Glenmede Enhanced Cash strategy (“strategy”) outperformed for the quarter versus the Merrill Lynch  
 1-3 year Treasury/Agency Index primarily due to our our overweight in the corporate sector and our  
 positioning on the yield curve.

• As we enter the third quarter, volatility has increased dramatically amid uncertainty from the reopening  
 of the economy.     
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Sources: Glenmede Investment Management, LP, Bloomberg  
The views expressed represent the opinions of the portfolio managers as of June 30, 2020. There can be no assurance that the same factors would result in the 
same decisions being made in the future. In addition, the views are not intended as a recommendation of any security, sector or product. Returns reported represent 
past performance and are not indicative of future results. Actual performance may be lower or higher than the performance set forth above. For institutional adviser 
use only, not intended to be shared with retail clients.

ENHANCED CASH Composite Performance (%)

As of 6/30/2020 QTD YTD 1 YEAR 3 YEAR* 5 YEAR* 10 YEAR*

SINCE  
INCEPTION* 
(12/31/01)

Glenmede (Gross) 1.6 2.2 3.7 2.7 2.1 1.6 2.6

Glenmede (Net) 1.5 2.0 3.2 2.3 1.7 1.2 2.1

ML 1 to 3 Yr Gov/Agy 0.1 2.9 4.0 2.7 1.8 1.3 2.4

*Annualized 

Glenmede Investment Management, LP claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). 

Glenmede Investment Management, LP, a registered Investment Advisor, is an affiliate of the Glenmede Trust Company, NA (GTC). The “Firm” is defined as all 
investment advisory accounts managed by Glenmede Investment Management LP. Effective January 1, 2007, the Investment Product Management Group of 
GTC became Glenmede Investment Management, LP. All performance prior to January 1, 2007, shown here as the performance of GIM, was previously reported 
as the performance of the Investment Product Management Group of the Glenmede Trust Company.

Past performance is not indicative of future performance and may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. All of the composites’ valuations and returns 
are computed and stated in U.S. Dollars.  Additional information regarding the Company’s policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance and preparing 
compliant presentations, is available upon request. A GIPS® compliant presentation, as well as a complete list of firm composites and performance, can be 
requested from Jeffrey Coron at 215.419.6627. Please see the GIPS® presentation for further explanation.

The Enhanced Cash composite objective is to achieve attractive risk adjusted returns while minimizing risk and seeking price stability during periods of 
interest rate volatility. The strategy seeks to limit interest rate risk by emphasizing shorter maturities and avoiding exposure to the long end of the market. 
Merrill Lynch 1 to 3 Year Govt/Agency - total return comprises price appreciation/depreciation and income as a percentage of the original investment.  One 
cannot invest directly in an index.


